Internal vs. external promotion, part one: seven reasons why external promotion is easier

Climbing the academic career ladder can be a slow, frustrating, and opaque process. Some academics may be unsure whether to seek promotion within their own institutions or to look to another university for advancement opportunities. In the first of a two-part series, Anne-Wil Harzing sets out the relative merits of pursuing internal or external promotions. This first instalment outlines seven reasons why the external option might be preferable to many.

In academia, promotion through the ranks can be a very slow, frustrating, and opaque process. There are also very few things in academic life that generate such strong emotions as promotion applications. This is not entirely surprising. Academic salaries are relatively low when compared to other professions that require the same length of training and working hours and rejection is a constant feature of academic lives.

Hence, promotion is one of the few big positive reinforcements we get in our careers. So if promotion applications are unsuccessful, academics often feel very deeply about this. For some it can be like getting a dozen rejections for journal submissions and grant application submissions all in one go. Moreover, as our work is typically such an important part of our personal identity, rejection of an internal promotion application in particular can feel like a rejection from someone close to you, hurting both your feelings and your pride.

And that’s what I want to focus on: the difference between internal and external promotion. Let me readily declare my own experience (and thus possible bias) here. In the early part of my career I felt I had to move institutions to get my external promotion to Senior Lecturer; my (internal) promotion applications to Associate Professor and Full Professor were both rejected the first time around. I have been part of dozens of recruitment and internal promotion panels and have seen opinions clash, games being played, and emotions run high.

Internal vs. external promotion

Most academics will tell you that external promotion (getting promoted by applying for a higher-level job at another institution) is “easier” than internal promotion (getting promoted by putting in a promotion application at your own institution). For one thing, it is generally much less work. My own – internal – promotion applications at the University of Melbourne generally took me about six weeks of work to prepare. They were substantive 20-page documents in which you needed to make an “argued case” that you were already operating at the level that you wanted to be promoted to.

In terms of research, this means much more than simply listing grants, publications, and citations. You are expected to show your “leadership in the academic discipline”, which involves having a coherent research programme (or preferably several programmes; I had five active research programmes when I applied as Associate Professor) that has made a real difference in the field, both academically and societally. So rather than just rattling off the mantra “I have 15 A*/4* and 10 A/3* – or whatever the ranking system is – publications”, you need to talk about why the actual content of your research has made a difference and is of major international significance. This is something many academics find surprisingly hard to do!

In contrast – depending on the country/university – applying for promotion externally can be as simple as sending in your CV and a short application letter, or even just being headhunted for a particular position. At worst, it might involve struggling with online application systems and addressing specific selection criteria, but in my – admittedly limited – experience, this rarely takes more than a day or two. However, in addition to being more time-consuming, internal promotion is also typically harder to achieve. The same academic record that might see you rejected for promotion internally might well lead to an offer for external promotion.
It is not surprising that many academics take the external route and come back to their home institution with a job offer, expecting it to be matched. In some countries, universities even actively encourage this and are unwilling to consider promotion or a salary raise unless academics secure an outside offer. Some academics have even informed me that actually handing in your notice (i.e. resigning) might grant you “instant promotion”. Although these strategies might well work, they are by no means guaranteed to do so, so be prepared to walk away or eat humble pie!

Seven reasons why external promotion is easier

There are at least seven reasons why internal promotion is less likely to be successful than external promotion. Not all of these will apply in every institution or for every individual application, but I think you will find that at least a couple of them are likely to be relevant to your case. Please note that I am not saying that these are necessarily good reasons or that I would defend (all of) them; I am simply describing the reality of what I see happening in academia.

1. Different incentive structures

If you are applying for an external position, the university in question has a job vacancy. This means they have a gap in their department and they really WANT to appoint someone, whether to improve their research standing, increase their grant income, cover particular classes, or take on that role as Head of Department or Associate Dean that nobody else wants to do. This means that they are likely to err on the side of appointing someone, even if the candidate might not be 100% adequate. I have certainly been on committees where our choice was between appointing an 70-80% candidate or going “back to the market” for yet another time-consuming round of recruitment and 6-12 months delay, without any firm guarantee we would get better applicants.

When you apply for internal promotion, the university already enjoys all the advantages of having you as an employee. They are not going to get anything “extra” by promoting you. The best they can look forward to is a happier employee (or at least one who isn’t angry, frustrated, and hurt by being rejected). However, even that happy feeling typically wears off after a few months – it is surprising how quickly human beings get used to better circumstances. If your employer is lucky they can ask you to take on an unpopular job that only people at a certain level can or are allowed to do. Mostly though, they just need to pay you more! Not much more in most cases, I agree, but with university budgets as squeezed as they are, promoting a dozen people to (Associate) Professor might be a significant addition to the wage bill.

2. Two vs. a dozen criteria
In research-intensive universities external promotions mainly focus on your publication and grant record. Yes, they do want to be sure that you won’t have students running away screaming from your lectures. Yes, they want to see some service to the academic community and – depending on the level – some administrative experience and leadership. However, showing your teaching evaluations are OK, having done some reviewing or editorial work, and having been chair of a programme or – if you are very junior – having been part some committees is usually sufficient. Typically, it is all about your research (potential).

Compare that with internal promotions where even for teaching alone you need to show you have “transformed students’ lives”, have introduced major teaching innovations, consistently taught according to the many “principles of effective teaching” and/or embodied the “values of the university” through your teaching. And we haven’t even started yet on service, knowledge transfer, and leadership. These exercises can sometimes seem to be more about how well you are able to “sell” yourself or write mission-speak, than about your actual achievements. Most importantly, rather than being evaluated on just two key metrics – publications and grants – you are evaluated on at least a dozen, including your ability to write persuasively. Clearly this presents a higher risk of rejection.

3. Strengths and weaknesses

Whether you apply internally or externally, you will always try to play to your strengths. However, if you apply internally your colleagues know much more about you than when you apply externally. Key research achievements are usually easy to judge “objectively”. Hence in external promotion applications, research achievements will be noticed quite easily. However, weaknesses are often less easy to spot by reading a CV or even by interviewing the candidate. Unlike in industry, the question “what are your weaknesses?” is not often asked in academic interviews and even if it was, it is easy to prepare a stock answer to that.

Internally, people know your weaknesses as well as your strengths, so the balance might work out more negatively than externally. Even worse, academic achievements might be known and appreciated more widely by an external appointment committee (that is more likely to be composed of experts in the field) than by an internal committee (which may include many academics from outside the discipline). I have yet to meet a research-oriented academic who doesn’t feel they are appreciated more outside their institution than inside.

4. Careful comparison against past, current, and future applications

Internal promotion usually means your case is compared carefully against colleagues who either have, or have not, been promoted to the same level in order not to disrupt the internal “ecosystem” of the department/university. You will also be compared to others who are going up for promotion at the same time. Even though all of you might meet the “objective” standards (which usually aren’t that clear), it is unlikely the university will be able to afford to promote everyone. Some universities have a fixed number of places, especially for senior levels. You might even be compared to “future” applicants in the context of “not wanting to set a precedent”. Promotion panels know that if they let one person through with, for instance, fewer publications at a certain level than they would normally expect but with a better record on less-visible aspects of the job or with particularly scarce skills in another area, they can expect a deluge of other applicants the next year who will try to “push the boundary” just that little bit further.

Obviously, comparative performance is important for external promotions too, but you are compared primarily with the other external job applicants. If you are applying for a job that – for whatever reason – few people have applied for, this “comparison set” might be fairly small. Of course, your prospective new colleagues on the selection committee will compare you to internal candidates as well. They won’t appreciate having someone appointed to a particular level with a weaker academic record than they or close colleagues had when rejected for internal promotion. However, as I argued above, they typically do not know your academic record as well as that of their internal colleagues. Their verdict might also be “sweetened” by the fact that they at least see a reduction in their own workload by appointing a new staff member.

5. Internal relationships
Although both internal and external promotion applications need to be supported by external referees, internal promotions are ultimately decided by a committee of internal academics. This means that existing internal relationships might play a role. The importance of relationships is by no means absent in external appointments, but there is less of a “web of relationships” than there is in your own institution. As I argue in several of the other points, internal promotion committees generally “err on the conservative side”; i.e. if there is any doubt of the candidate’s credentials they will generally reject the application. Hence they might reject an internal application even if only one (influential) person is not supportive. You might well be the nicest colleague in the world, but after having worked in an institution for some time, you (or your supporters!) are likely to have made some “enemies”. And remember that it is not just you who is being evaluated; it is also the Head of Department or School supporting you, or even the discipline you are working in!

### 6. A hierarchy of levels

Internal promotions typically go through several decision rounds. Especially for (Associate) Professor it is not unusual to have to go through a departmental, school/faculty, and university committee. Not only does this create three or four hurdles to cross instead of just the one with external promotions, it also increases the likelihood of some level of internal competition playing a role.

“Why is the Department of Management getting support for three promotions again, isn’t it time for the Department of Finance got one?”

“Why do we promote people in the Business School, they already get paid way more than us philosophers anyway?”

“Why would I promote this candidate supported by Professor X who was so negative about ‘my’ candidate before?”

I am not suggesting these deliberations take place openly (they almost never do) or even that they are frequent. But they may make a difference, especially if you are only performing at 100% or 110% of the expectations, not 150%. Having your application evaluated above the departmental level also increases the risk of people outside the discipline judging your performance according to their own disciplinary standards. “We in [chemistry, micro-biology, astrophysics, etc.] publish at least a dozen articles a year, surely one or two articles a year cannot be sufficient for promotion?” (As Associate Dean Research in a Faculty of Economics and Business I had to fight exactly this battle every single year at an aggregate level at our faculty’s strategic performance review, having to explain that doubling our publication output would mean that we would outperform Harvard and MIT by a very substantial margin.)

### 7. A self-perpetuating rite of passage

The internal promotion process is partly a self-perpetuating process of mutual torture. As we have seen above, internal promotion is generally more difficult to achieve than promotion through the external route. So everyone who has gone through the internal process has had at least one rejection or bad experience under his or her belt. Or even if they haven’t, they might have had a close friend who had. As a result many academics might reason: “I [my friend] have suffered even though I [she] had a great case, so why should this colleague get an easy run”. I agree that this is not a particularly nice or rational reaction, but remember: academics are human too. They might even think it is character-building to reject you first time around!

### In sum

So, do I recommend you apply for promotion outside your own institution? No, not necessarily. As I will discuss in the next instalment, for all its faults there are some areas in which internal promotion trumps external promotion. So, by all means apply for a job externally if you think the job, university, or country would better suit you. Or if, after five, ten, or 15 years at an institution, you really want a change. But I would very much caution against applying externally if your primary aim is to be promoted a year or two earlier than you might be internally.
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